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Designed by Ross Lovegrove

Pod Lens3

Ross Lovegrove comes to grips with a system of outdoor lamps 
whose theme draws directly on factors of natural light, life in the 
open air, the contrast between light and shadow, the colors and 
nuances of twilight, half-tones, the intense glow of sunsets... 

… An opportunity for direct interaction between his sinuous lines, 
his “organic” and sensual drawings, and the original matrix of his 
linguistic inspiration. 

For Pod Lens, the pretext is the idea of a colored bud (the 
diffuser) to be suspended amidst trees or fastened in the ground 
at the top of a colored post. A design that does not convey the 
sense of an overpowering or aseptically technological presence.



A bud of light
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Pod Lens is an outdoor lamp that takes its cue 
from buds on branches, natural light, outdoor 
living, the contrast between brightness and 
shadow. 

Essential and discreet, it is designed to be 
suspended amidst trees, inserted in a stem or 
planted in the ground. 

A “camouflaged” presence capable of adding a 
forceful touch of character to any setting.
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Colors based on nature

With its colorful diffuser, Pod Lens provides 
variable, directional, intimate and intense lighting. 

The colors of the body, in natural tones, have 
been selected to coexist with elegance and 
balance in space, and to permit free color 
combinations between the cable, the supports 
and the head of the lamp.
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The materials

Pod Lens

The diffuser is made entirely in injection-molded 
polycarbonate, with overmolded prismatic walls.

The material is flameproof and the colors stand 
up to ultraviolet rays.

The green neoprene sheath of the electrical cable 
is batch-colored.
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The perfect light for the garden

Pod Lens

Pod Lens is the perfect light for the home garden, a terrace, 
spaces around a swimming pool… or where vegetables are 
grown. High, low, planted in the ground or resting on it, 
suspended individually or in clusters and rows, it can also 
be hung from tree branches.
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Safety and versatility

Pod Lens

With an IP65 protection rating, Pod Lens is 
impermeable to humidity, water and snow, with 
a weight of just 500 grams.
The lamp is supplied without the power plug, 
making it possible to position the unit anywhere 
in outdoor space.
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Technical data
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Tipology: outdoor/suspension/floor

Light sources: 14W FBT E27 EEL: A
LED E27 EEL: A++ / A+ / A

Materials: injection-moulded polycarbonate, diffuser with prismatic internal walls 
and overmoulded lens. The material is self-extinguishing and is waterproof 
with the colours resistant to ultraviolet light. 

Colori: body in grey, terracotta and sage green
cable and stem in green

Insulation
class

Codici: Body: 1D300F/40025 sage green
1D300F/40013 terracotta
1D300F/40004 grey

Accessories:
D30/2 1D30/0200004 grey
D30/4.1 1D30/04/0125 sage green
D30/4.2 1D30/04/0225 sage green
D30/4.3 1D30/04/0325 sage green
D30/5 1D30/0500004 grey
D30/6 1D30/0600025 green

IP65

D30/4.1 D30/4.2 D30/4.3
�em 35 cm  s tem 120 cm s tem 180 cm

D30/5
3 way conne�or
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10.5 cm
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D30/2
fixed base

D30F
weight 0,6 kg
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